FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY

Date: 06/09/2004

To: International Operations
Prague

Attn: IOU I
SSA

Attn: Legat Eliska Tretera

From: New York
PENTTBOM Investigative Team / FBIHQ
Contact: SA

Approved By:

Drafted By: jm

Case ID #: 315N-NY-280350-2004-NEW (Pending)

Title: PENTTBOM
MC 182

Synopsis: To provide information and questions to Legat Prague in preparation to conduct interview of YAZEED SAAD ATIF AL-SALMI.

Reference:
315N-NY-280350-2004-NEW Serial 298
315N-NY-280350-302 Serial 23347
315N-NY-280350-302 Serial 47954
315N-NY-280350-302 Serial 87576
315N-NY-280350-302 Serial 102094


Details: As per referenced EC (serial 298) and telephone contact between writer and Legat, YAZEED SAAD ATIF AL-SALMI will be approached by the Security Information Service (BIS) to request an interview by the FBI. If AL-SALMI agrees, Legat will conduct the interview on 06/14/2004. In order for Legat to conduct this interview, the following information and questions are being provided.

Background Information

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREBIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-17-2007 BY 60324 AUC/BAW/CPB/YMW

MISC. REQ. #66 000006355
To: International Operations  From: New York

For additional information, please contact SA PENTTBOM Team, telephone number [blank].
To: International Operations
From: New York

LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Info)

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS
AT IOU, DC
For information.

Set Lead 2: (Action)

PRAGUE
AT PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC

The PENTTBOM Team requests that Legat Prague utilize the information and questions provided in order to conduct the interview of Yazeed Saad Atif Al-Salmi.
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MISC. REQ. #66 000006359